
Maps and stuff…









What is the stepped Up US military 

intervention in Yemen all about?

What seem to be the strategic goals for the 

military build up there?





What we are hearing about Yemen are 

`pretexts’…that differ from the deeper 

structural themes at hand

 That the build up in US military posture 

towards Yemen is a part of long term global 

US strategy and cannot and should not be 

separated from it

 That the strategy is based upon the on-going 

strategy as developed in the 2002 National 

Security Strategy which is still in force in 

2010 despite the change in administrations..



 The current US Regional goal concerns 
remains `regime change’ in Iran. The Obama 
Administration continues to try to build a 
world wide opposition to the Iranian Regime 
that would bring down the Iranian 
Government. 

 Although the methods for accomplishing this 
have shifted away from a full scale bombing 
campaign or military invasion to intensifying 
sanctions and various forms of covert 
activity, the goal remains essentially 
unchanged. 





o In respect to the U.S. regional goal of targeting 
Iran, the events in Yemen are something of a 
side show.

o The main short and medium term concern is the 
impact that Yemeni instability could have on 
neighboring Saudi Arabia. 

o The US is supporting the growing Saudi military 
and political involvement in Yemen, ultimately 
concerned about the impact Yemeni events could 
have on Saudi oil flows

o As long as the events in Yemen continue to pre-
occupy the Saudis, they are somewhat wary of 
participating too energetically in the `anti-
Iranian’ front with other US regional allies 
(Israel, Egypt, etc)





 As unlikely as it might seem, U.S. global strategy 
involving Yemen has to do with the long term 
U.S.-Chinese competition for hegemony and 
access to Middle East oil and gas

 The U.S. is doing what it can to dominate the 
security links between the Middle East and China 
– both land and maritime – in order to hold a 
strategic lever over the Chinese. 

 This entails strengthening the US military 
position from Yemen to the Straits of Malacca 
and beyond.

 A US military presence in Yemen also strengthens 
US strategic aspirations in the horn of Africa

We can expect a steady growth in the US military 
ties with Yemen as a result





Four themes have come together into a unified 
strategy

• The War On Terrorism

• The procurement of additional petroleum 
from foreign sources

• Modernization of the US military to fight pre-
emptive wars.

• Control of information and communications –
most especially by satellite

These four themes have merged into one over-
arching strategy…





The Goals of the overall strategy…which is long 
term and cannot be understood unless one has a 
50 or 100 year sense of the future

 Maintenance of US hegemony and the `US 
standard of living for as long as possible in the 
foreseeable future

 Preventing the emergence of other hegemonic 
contenders be they China, the EU or whomever

 To maintain this role in the world through 
control of the world’s energy resources – to the 
degree that his possible and through the use of 
the US military – rather than the previous path to 
power …agro-industrial efficiency





 Concern about Saudi Arabia…events in Yemen 

could spill over into there – too important a 

strategic resource for the US to let go

 Fear of an Iran-like revolution in Saudi Arabia

 Yemen’s position in controlling the Bab El 

Mandeb Strait and the flow of oil to Europe 

from the Persian Gulf

 The geo-strategic energy chess game with 

China











 Camp Lemonnier is United States Naval 

Expeditionary Base, situated at Djibout-

Ambouli International Airport and home to 

the Combined Joint Task Force – Horn of 

Africa (CJTF-HOA). 

 It is a former military base of the French 

Foreign Legion.

 It is the only US military infrastructure 

located in Africa `providing a base of 

operations geared towards building security, 

sovereignty and stability in the region



 Pretexts…



 The Crotch Bomber… The Umar Farouk 

Abdulmuttalib Connection To Yemen

 The Yemeni al Qaeda Connection

 The Cole Suicide Bombing Incident

 Somali Pirates in the Gulf of Aden

 And when all else fails…..







No doubt, he represented a threat; Osama 

bin Laden has claimed him as a part of the al 

Qaeda family

 It is fortunate he was stopped due to the 

alertness and courage of the passengers 

mostly

 It is highly possible that the link with Yemen 

does indeed mean something.



 Bombing Yemen with Cruise missiles – besides 

being a show of power, flexing of muscle –

serves no end…and is in violation of 

international law.

 The US missile attack struck in the North, in 

the regions controlled by the Houthi Muslim 

group. Al Qaeda has no base – none 

whatsoever – in this region

 So the Umar Farouk Abdulmuttalib incident 

was used as a pretext that had another goal. 

More on this later



 It is a dumb, completely ineffectual and 

brutal response

Did we bomb Buffalo, New York or Decker, 

Michigan after Timothy McVeigh and Terry 

Nichols engineered the terrorist bombing of 

Oklahoma City, killing 168 people? 

 Both were trained in the US military. Did we 

bomb the US military base where they got 

their bomb training? 

 Bombing Yemen is about as logical. 



 The US did bomb Afghanistan – and invade it 

– after September 11, 2001 but

 The bombing had no effect whatsoever on 

either al Qaeda or the Taliban

We never found Osama Bin Laden and there 

are some suggestions that we didn’t look for 

him very hard either. 

 September 11 provided a pretext for 

bombing and invasion, but there was another 

agenda, wasn’t there?





 Al Qaeda is growing in Yemen

 Yemeni and Saudi Al Qaeda have merged into 

one organization

 Al Qaeda in Yemen threatens both the 

Yemeni government and the Saudi 

government across the border. 

 Al Qaeda was behind the October 12, 2000 

bombing of the USS Cole just outside of the 

port of Aden… 



 Al Qaeda in Yemen is active but small – no 

more than 200 according to Juan Cole –

usually a reliable source of information

 As mentioned earlier, al Qaeda has no base in 

the north, one of the main centers of 

rebellion against the central government. 

The Houthis are either Shi’ites or close to 

Shi’ites…al Qaeda are Sunni fundamentalists

 Even in the south where they have more of a 

presence, their influence is small to 

insignificant



 Al Qaeda reaps the harvest of a certain kind of 
Islamic fundamentalist ideology emanating from 
Saudi Arabia – Wahhabism

 Saudi Arabia is a historic fusion of the ambition 
of the Saud Family combined with the Wahhabist
strain of Islam

 Through its religious teachings, Wahhabism
creates politicized and radicalized Muslim 
fundamentalists

 The Saudi Regime itself is uneasy about this 
movement and deals with it by sending young 
Wahhabists around the world as missionaries, 
and to the degree possible getting them OUT of 
Saudi Arabia



 These Wahhabist missionaries have been 

spread all over the Muslim world and beyond. 

They are subsidized by the Saudi government 

that gains in two ways – it rids itself of 

potentially radicalized elements; its builds a 

base for Wahhabist Islam

 This process has been going on for decades, 

longer – it is fueled by Saudi oil money

 The Wahhabists and al Qaeda are NOT the 

same thing however…there is a clear division 

of labor and of purpose



 The Wahhabist missionaries – in Pakistan, the 

Philippines and beyond – set up and run 

medrasahs – the religious schools that have 

become so famous or infamous.

 Like good missionaries and Peace Corps 

Volunteers everywhere, the wahhabists

search for the poorest and most oppressed 

peoples in the world. They offer them 

education, food, shelter and `a message’. 

But they do not recruit them into militant 

organizations from what I can tell



 But groups like al Qaeda – who have access 
to the schools - DO recruit them, them being 
particularly youth - out of these schools, 
skimming the cream off of the top

 So there is a neat division of labor here and 
it works like a charm

 It also means that as long as this missionary 
activity continues, there will probably be 
groups like al Qaeda who take advantage of 
this situation and there will be `incidents’ –
perhaps not of the 9-11 scale, but similar for 
some time to come



 Concerning the incidents – terrorist bombings 
and attacks

 Despite their frequency and occasional 
severity…none of them to date have represented 
anything close to a strategic threat to the 
countries involved (with the possible exception 
of Pakistan)

 Yet, with them a kind of perfect storm has been 
created. 

 As long as the Saudis are threatened by their 
own Wahhabist fundamentalists there will be 
missionaries

 As long as there are Wabbahist missionaries 
there will be medrasahs that produce Islamic 
radicals



 As long as there will be Islamic radicals 

produced at medrasahs there will be al 

Qaeda like groups to recruit them

 As long as there will be al Qaeda’s or similar 

organizations there will be terrorist incidents

 As long as there are terrorist incidents there 

will be excuses or pretexts for US military 

intervention wherever they want in the 

world.

 Again… the perfect storm



Why doesn’t the United States intervene to 
stop the process at its source – in Saudi 
Arabia



 It long ago set up the guidelines for its strategic 

alliance with the Saudis

 In exchange for Saudi Arabia providing a steady 

and uninterrupted flow of oil, the United States 

agreed to stay out of Saudi internal affairs. Both 

sides have kept their part of the bargain

 Challenging the Wahhabist presence and activity 

in Saudi Arabia would threaten the very basis of 

the US-Saudi alliance. 

 As long as the oil flows in Saudi Arabia – neither 

the United States nor any of its strategic allies 

will deal with this issue…



 1. The al Qaeda presence in Yemen is modest 

and although the regime is in trouble, al 

Qaeda has little to do with its problems or 

the regimes instability

 2. To deal with the al Qaeda problem 

seriously means to challenge the Saudis to 

put pressure on its Wahhabists. The Saudi 

Regime is too fragile to stand up to its 

religious fanatics and the US is too nervous 

about its strategic relationship to the Saudis 

to do anything about it



 Because of time elements I won’t go into this 

in detail other than to say there is NO Iranian 

connection to the events in Yemen. 

 The Iranian Connection is being perpetrated 

by the Israelis and US neo-cons like Senator 

Joseph Lieberman




